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 Robert Aguayo's 
-insightful-  comedy inspired 
a chuckle chug




He and San Josean Danny Mora headlined
 the 
second  and 
last of the Spring Comedy series co sponsored by the 
A.S.  program board. 
Thursday. May 5, 1983 









only  temporary 
By David 
Berkowitz 
What may look like a campus
-wide gopher problem is 
actually the groundwork for a major project to replace 
the old ball -on -top type 
of lighting with a newer, more en-
ergy -efficient system. 
Jim Olson, 
foreman for the project which began in 
late March, said more than 200 lights, which 
will give off a 
dull orange light, will be installed
 by late June or early 
July. The recent rain put workers about a week behind
 
schedule, he said. 
"It sure 
hasn't
 helped," he said. 
Sprig Electric Co., hired by SJSU to install 
the light-
ing, will receive $452,000 
for  the entire project, paid by 
funds from state appropriations last year. 
Holes will be drilled this week 
near
 the dormitories 
and a segment near the Robert D. Clark library. 
According to Rusty 
Nelson, a worker with one 
of 
Sprig's sub -contractors,






 of about 20 fixtures 
will  be turned on next 
week, he 





 can't be turned on until a 
circuit
 
is completed for safety 
reasons.  
Workers said new grass 
seed
 will be planted in the 
long "filled -in 
ditches"  cutting up 
campus  lawns and 
should 
take  less than three weeks
 to take root. 
Nelson said 
numerous  underground 
pipes for the 
sprinkler 
systems
 were broken when
 workers drilled 
holes  for the lights 
because
 there are no diagrams
 show-
ing where 
the sprinkler system 
runs.  However, he said, 
the contractor 
expected
 the problems and 






















San  Jose as a 
redevelopment  area 
Tuesday night, 
making available
 public funds 
for  the 
development
 of a 
new 
convention  center. 
The Council 
unanimously 
approved  the motion 
with 
no discussion
 after a more
 than two-hour 
public hearing 
in a standing
-room -only city 
council
 chambers. 
Discussion was mixed on the development of the new 
convention center, which would be between San Carlos 
and Viola streets, Market Street and a realigned Almaden 
Boulevard. Plans include
 a city -financed, 328,000-square -
foot convention center; a 1,500-space parking garage; two 
privately 
developed,  300-room, high-rise hotels; and a pri-
vately developed, high-rise office building. 
Construction of the center would wipe out more than 
40 homes and seven 
businesses,  including the House of 
Pizza restaurant. The House of Pizza owners and support -
The area has more than twice 
as many fires than any 
other in the city. Fire officials called the area "one of the 
most dilapidated in our city." 
. Junk cars and trash are common to the area. 
. The relocation of some 
290  residents would not present 
any "unique" problem. 
. Private development is "highly unlikely" due to the 
blight of the area.
 
Several
 private citizens were also in favor of the plan. 
The new development would encourage private devel-
opment and create 
about 1,000 new jobs, according to 
Dean Bartee of the San Jose Chamber 
of
 Commerce. He 
also 
predicted  higher revenues for downtown parking lots 
and the airport. 
Mary Trounstine 
of the Campus 
Community
 Associa-
tion said her 
organization  "always 
supports redevel-
opment," but the city 
must
 treat the affected 
families  and 
businesses 
with  the "utmost 
concern." 
The relocation of some 240 
residents
 would 
not create a 
'unique' problem
 for the 
city 
ers were present at the joint public hearing of the city 
council and the 
redevelopment  agency Tuesday night. 
City 
officials  testified at the 




 area and the need
 for redevelopment.





 crime rate in the area 
is one of the highest per 
1,000 














 of Coyote Valley to 
industrial  development
 is the only 
way to bring























March  24 in 
the 













































that  suffered 
drastic 
cuts
 last year 
when  the 
county
 faced a $57 
million  
deficit. 




 manager of the
 Central Labor 
Council
 of Santa Clara
 County, 
which 
represents  more than 
100,000
 





 Bob Leininger said 
revenues from the three city rede-






today with a 
slight  chance of 
showers,  according to the Na-
tional Weather Service. 
Highs  
should be in the 60s to low 70s, 
with lows in 40s to mid 
50s.
 
two industrial areas in Edenvale 
and North San Jose  are 
funneled
 
back into the Redevelopment 
Agency for capital improvements 
such as major roads, bridges and 
flood control channels. 
As such, "redevelopment
 activ-
ity pays its 
own  way," Leininger 
said. The development in Coyote 
Valley will be paid for by the private 
developers if recommendations 
from the city -appointed economic 
task force are followed, he said. 
He said development in Coyote  
should not slow redevelopment 
downtown because
 "it is an entirely 
different market." Redevelopment 
areas are suited for smaller compa-
nies while Coyote 
will be devoted to 
parcels of 25 acres or larger, read 















 Corp. and 
Tandem 
Computer
 Corp. to get the 
city 
coun-





The task force studied 
the Coy-
ote Valley proposal and recom-
mended opening the area to devel-
opment because parcels larger than 
50 acres are not available
 inside the 
boundaries served by San Jose po-
lice, fire and sewer 
districts.  
San Jose City Councilwoman 
Susan 
Hammer, whose district in-
cludes
























































































Several  people 
were concerned
 with.  the 
affects  that 
development





















 the library 
would not be 
moved  from its present
 location but would
 become part of 












gavel  falls Sunda) 
and
 the auctioneer 
cries  "Sold!" the 
Art  
Department  hopes 
enough
 money is made to 




 for figure drawing
 and sculpture classes,
 and other instruc-
tionally related art programs. 
Over 100
 works of art by SJSU
 art faculty and 
graduate  students, 
some
 
of them worth up to 
$ 5,000 a piece will be 
up for sale in 
alive
 
auction  at 1:00 
p.m. 
Sunday
 in the art quad. 
The  works are now on 
display in the galleries
 
on the first floor of the 
art building. 
Gallery 
director  Erica 
Vegtor-Kubic  said of 
last year's sale, 
"People  
went  Christmas 
shopping.
 The works 
went
 for such low 
prices,
 it was em -
harassing." 
To
 prevent that, 
fewer  works will 












 Spratt is 
now trying 























river twists and meanders 
beneath historic bridges 
and free-
way underpasses.
 People picnic, 
hike and toss frisbees 
beneath  a 
thick forest of native
 redwoods and 
madrone trees lining 
it's sandy 
banks. They have driven for miles 
from the suburbs to 
relax  here, in 
downtown San Jose. 





comes  true, 
this
 refuge in the
 
heart of the 
city may 




































The  Harrisons 



















The couple have combined  their 
skills and abilities
 as artists, ecolog-
ists and urban planners by cooperat-
ing
 with various universities and 
city agencies in an attempt to cultu-
rally and physically beautify cities 
such as Paris, Baltimore and At-
lanta.
 
An exhibit of two






will  have the 
chance  of saving
 up to 90 
percent




This  Friday 
and  Saturday 
















taining  discount 
coupons on 
anything  bought in 
the store, said 
Jeff  Yterdal, 
textbook manager. 
Some 




 to a 40 percent 
discount. All 
envelopes,  however,
 contains coupons 
worth of 10 percent
 dis-
























































projects  have 
ranged from 
beautification  projects 
to political statements. Their most 
recent project,  "Fortress Atlanta," 
one the Harrisons consider to be 



















the city of 
Atlanta
 that tied into the 
issue of 
human rights. 
The Harrisons studied the city 
their favorite way
  they took a 
walk.  




There will not 
he a Sparta it 
Daily
 tommorrow because ot 
academic advisement day The 










Published for the University end the university 
community  
by the 
























S au  Jose had a 
party  Sunday. 
In celebration of Cinco de Mayo, li-
bations poured down throats, clowns 
and elephants roamed
 Santa Clara Street, 
Latino bands 
















 yellows  the 
flesh 
tones  
mirthfully  mingled 
to redirect the 
explosive downtown personality, one de-
rived from 
the clash of culture and poverty, 
and ease 
into
 the excitement of a good party. 
We can 
all get along. 
Still, 
this was the Mexican
-Americans'  
party. 
Cinco de Mayo marks
 an important 
victory over the
 French in the Spring of 1862. 
Mexico won its independence on the follow-
ing September Hi. but May
 5 remains an im-
portant
 patriotic holiday for Mexicans, and 
their brothers and sisters who emigrated to 
.America, and nobody else can really share in 
the significance. 
Everybody  else can join in the fun, how-
ever, and  
should. 
San Jose has the largest Chicano popula-
tion anywhere in the United States outside of 
Los Angeles, yet so many of their neighbors 
know so little about Chicano culture. 
We are all 
immigrants,  or descend from 


























the ('hicanos a 
Cinco de Mayo
 
celebration  in 
America 







holiday.  And 
except  for 
the  Fourth 
of July 























The entire country 
conies together for 
St. 
Patricks Day, and other
 decidedly ethnic 
or 
religious holidays. 
Sunday's  Cinco de 
Mayo
 bash proved 
the races could 
party  to-
gether at least a 





 talk about the 
"Christmas  
spirit" in December,
 and people ( when 
they're not shopping) 
do
 seem more gener-
ous and
 loving. 
Given an excuse, we 
can all get to-
gether.
 And when we're 
together  we can 
share ideas,
 learn about each
 other, and 
maybe
 even  become 
friends. 
We 
hope  that someday 
people
 will take 
full advantage of these 
cultural  icebreakers 
and 
carry their spirit of 
togetherness and 
friendship with them 







the humanitarianism is showing in SJSU 
stu-
dents. We are discovering how warmhearted
 our stu-
dents are. For a university with 
less than a 10 percent 
voter turnout in 
the last A.S. election, SJSU students 
are  
reacting with unsubstantiated fervor 
over the sensitive 
issue of halfway 
houses.  





 proposed a "uni-
versity zone," 
which would, in 
effect, rid the 











tient board and care homes. Approximately 70 percent 
of such homes in the county are centralized around the 
campus.
 
Why have the students reacted so? That's simple. 
This issue has hit a lot closer to home for most students 
than any other. Home. That is the 
issue.
 Home for 
around 20,000 students is nowhere near campus. 
Yes,






for  once 
an
 
issue  has 
come  up 





dents  feel 
the
 need to 
comment  
















"I don't see how those Greeks think they can get 
away with moving those poor, innocent people out of the 
neighborhood," she said. "If the halfways want 
to live 
downtown, then they should have the right to. After all, 
they are human
 beings." 







Another man was in the Pub 
talking about the relo-
cation of the 
halfway
 houses. 
"The hallways are better
 off downtown," he told his 
friend who blindly nodded 
in agreement. "They are 
close to 
shopping, hospitals and 
buslines.  They don't 
need cars to live downtown. 
For  God's sake, can you 
imagine one of them 




 of that one. 
"Excuse me," I 
interrupted.
 "Where do you live?" 
"Saratoga," he replied. 
Exactly.
 
I overheard another man in one of my 
classes. 
"Who the hell do these Greeks
 think they are any-
way?  What if we told them we 
didn't
 want them in our 
neighborhood? How would they like
 that?" he cleverly 
asked. 
"Pardon me for 
interrupting,
 sir, but where do you 
live?" tasked. 
"Campbell,"
 he said. 
Ah ha. The same community
 that stalled for three 
years before allowing a home for eight mental patients 
into their "fair city." 
Still another man was overheard at a party at one of 
the Greek houses. 
"The hallways would be better off if they weren't 
downtown," he said. "It is dangerous living down here, 
and they are basically helpless. Especially with all of 
them centralized in one location, it creates of pool of 
prey for muggers.
 The hallways end up victims." 
He lived in a fraternity near campus. 






















which  is 























































































































































laughing  matter 
Editor: 
I found the comic
 strip 'Life on 
Earth,' published in the Daily on 
Monday, 
April 25, in extreme bad 
taste. AIDS. is not a matter of 
laughter. Dr. Anderson's message, 
word -play and all, came
 across 
dirty and 
dumb.  Maybe someone 
should take a 
look at the strip before 
printing it, for blind printing ain't no 
way 















 it is time,











































































































































asides on football or crime. Partic-
ularly when, in fact, you are dead 
wrong. During the last three years 
SJSU has been notably successful in 
reducing crime. The most 
basic  re-
portorial
 skills ( i.e. checking in-
formed sources, or 
for that matter, 
your own files) should demonstrate 
to anyone's satisfaction the elab-
orate 
measures
 that have been 
taken to effectively 
assure the 












































But for you to 
be
 misinformed 
on the issue of 
crime is inexcusable. 
If 
anyone  should know 
















I would like to compliment Dave 
Berkowitz for the
 responsible jour-
nalism reflected in his article of 
April 27, 1983 concerning
 the PCB 
scare in the Faculty Office Building. 
He presented the facts
 surrounding 
the incident in a clear, educational 
manner without undue alarm. Hope-





































but I guess the Bible, prob-
ably some poetry, and a 
dictionary. If the worse 
comes 
to worse, I can al-
ways catch 


























really  liked 
"Jaws."  
That's 
one novel 1 
can read 
over 
and  over. 
















for  ballet, Just 






















nity who read the 
article  will exer-
cise caution
 should any "goo" drip 
on their desks from a broken light 
fixture. Even more hopefully, the 
university will decide to replace 
these fixtures before someone really 
does add PCB to their coffee. But, 







which  I feel
 compelled
 to 
make.  ' 
Upon  learning 
that









 I may 
have
 been 
"all of a 
dither,"  but I 
was  not, mind 
you, incapable
























responsible  for 
campus 
safety 














more  than make 








 to combat 
harmful 



















Letters can be delivered to the 
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentei 
Hall, or to the information center or 
the first floor of the Student Union. 
All letters must bear the 
writ-







phone number is for
 verification 
purposes, and 



























 Paps 3 











































































the ire of the 
Spartan Daily




















 see is 
that  in 
different
 
ways,  we, 
A.S.  and the 
Spartan 




 a more 
equitable 
distribution










































implemented  in 
the fall of 
1978,  with the 
in-
tention, 
according  to 
the
 board of 
trustees  and the 
Chan-
cellor's -Office,
 of providing 























 by the Chan-
cellor's 
Office  to the CSU 
presidents  it was 
also  stated 
that IRA was to 
"reduce the 
demand
 on Associated 
Stu-
dent




 the General 
Fund  (state) 
appropria-
tions
 to these 
groups. 
Prior  to 1978, these 
groups,
 except athletics, were 
funded
 by state allocations
 to the CSU system. 
The allo-
cations were not 
based  on student 
enrollment  or the size 
of the programs 
receiving funds. The




















university  in the 
CSU  system to 


























































postage  paid at San
 
Jose. California








 b) San 
Jose  Shale 






 are not 
necessarily 
those
 of the 




munications.  the 
University 


















copy,  15 cents On. 
a mous 






participating  enrolled 
...indent 
Phone 







coupled  with the state 
General Fund 
allocation,






added  to the list
 of activities, 
relieving  the 
burden on student
-controlled  A.S. funds. 
By 1980,
 however, it was 
realized  that the adminis-
tration and
 the IRA commitee 




athletics at the 
expense











approximately  60 percent 
of
 the IRA budget. By 
1980-81 academic year, athletics











































































































































































more  than 






















 be drawn 
from the AS.
 General 
Fund.  This 
left only 
(approximately  ) 














events  not 




are  entitled to 
request  money 
from the A.S. 
Gen-
eral  Fund through
 Special 
Allocations.  ) 
What  this 
meant
 to the current
 A.S. board, 
and  any 
student group,
 is that less 
money  was 




year, and that 
the A.S. did 
not  have 
the  luxury of 
balancing the 
1983-84 budget





 fund will be 
appreciably 
less  
this fall than in 1981-82. 
The question
 has been raised whether RAF! 
is bind-
ing on the A.S. budget.
 The answer is we don't know. The 
administration  doesn't know, either. 
There  are prob-
lems with the 
implementation




 to students only in the 
spring)
 and 
RAFI's relation to IRA. 
IRA was to take the 
pressure off A.S. funds by re-
moving 
academic  programs from its budget. 
However,  the administration and the 
IRA commit-
tee have simply exchanged 
groups  with A.S. Instead of 
funding athletics 
through
 the A.S. fees, students 
fund  ev-
erything
 else. IRA uses RAFI as 
justification  for reduc-
ing allocations to groups 
outside of athletics. 
Since 
1981
 ( when AFI money became
 available) 
KSJS and the Spartan Daily, 
among  others, have re-
ceived smaller portions
 of IRA. In 1982, the 
marching  
band and Art Gallery
 received no funding.
 In the 1982-83 
IRA 
budget, men's and 
women's  athletics received
 
nearly 76 percent
 of the funds 
available. 
Executive Order 290, sect. 8 states "the Associated
 




 on a regular basis. 
Any contracts between A.S. and the campus concerning
 
funding should be reconsidered." RAFI forces A.S. to 
fund such groups 
regularly. RAFI monies are 19 percent 
of 
the A.S. budget. While the total budget tends 
to
 re-
main constant, as does the
 share going to RAFI, de-
mands on the budget
 from other groups are increasing.
 
In 1980, 30 groups qualified 
for  the budget: in 1983, 40 
groups qualified. Not only 
are there more groups, but 
they are asking 
for more money than 





 are a 
result  of 
this growing demand on the A.S. budget. If the full RAFI 
requests were allocated, groups that have no other 
available source of income would suffer. 
RAFI did not increase the amount of money coming 
into A.S. It decreased the amount 
of
 money going to 
groups depend on A.S. The board of directors made a 
choice.
 
In doing so, 
we
 hope to shame the 
administration
 
and the IRA committee 
into
 accepting their responsibil-
ity and honoring the intent of IRA. The
 committee ( four 
students and four faculty)
 
is now hearing requests from 
IRA -qualified programs.
 We hope our action will result 
in
 a more equitable distribution of funds, 
and  that RAFI 
will no longer be a 










 a member of 
the 1983-84 A.S. 
budget  committee 
and
 a member of the 
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*he  amount 
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 in the 
local  
newspapers,  





































































employees  on 
such an 
important  




































































































 some of 
the things 




once  you 
get
 out into 
the working
 
world," he said. 
Business, public 
relations  and com-
munications
 students are 
invited
 to attend 
the meeting and meet
 practicing P.R. pro-
fessionals for stimulating 
discussions  
about business ethics. 
The 
meeting
 will be held at 
the  Finan-
cial District Holiday Inn 
at
 750 Kearney 
Street in 
San Francisco, beginning with 
no-host cocktails at 5:30 
p.m. and dinner 
at 6:30 p.m. Cost is $12.50 for students 
(other guests pay $18). For reservations, 
call Jenay Southwick, 415)986-7200. Dead-








create  the 
beauty. 
You  have 
our  















































By Sam White 
"It's








true . . . it 
goes  without 








part  of a 
poem  sent 
to 
Gladys 









practitioner  at 
Stu-
dent  Health 
Services 
























 his feelings 







which he sent 
to Collins while
 she was 
hospitalized. 
Collins' 
career  at SJSU 
began Nov. 
30, 1973,
 when she 





 to be em-
ployed 
at the center. She 
worked in that 
capacity until June
 1980, when she be-
came a 
certified  nurse 
practitioner.
 She 
was also the only black 
in that position. 
"Gladys was my 
friend. She was a 
very gentle 




son, also a nurse practitioner at the cen-
ter. "Knowing her 
was a priviledge and I 
will truly miss her,"she added. 
Dr. Raymond Miller, director of the 
center, said Collins was  a very positive 
image at the Health Service. "She al-
ways had time to help, whether it was a 
student, staff or colleague," he said. 
"She was an 
excellent
 nurse practitioner 
and was very dedicated to her 
profes-
sion," Miller added. 
Funeral services for Collins, who 
leaves behind a husband 
and  four chil-
dren, are scheduled
 for 1 p.m. tomorrow 
at Emmanuel Baptist 
Church, 467 N. 
White Road,
 San Jose. 
"The students have





a nurse practitioner who 
worked with Collins. 
"She
 was a wonder-
ful role model for students
 on this cam-
pus.
 I valued our friendship and miss her 





































 a corn -
LISTEN TO 
LA COSA NUEVA 
WITH THE BEST 
LATINO MUSIC, 
LATIN 
ROCK, LATIN JAZZ, 
NEW WAVE AND 
MORE!  
EVERY FRIDAY 2PM
 TO 2AM. 
ESCUCHE 
LA
 COSA NUEVA 
CON LA MEJOR*MUSICA LATINA 
DE ROCK, JAZZ, NUEVA OLA 
Y MAS CADA VIERNES DE 








































































plan,  and the 
contract for the union di-
rector were all passed by a 
unanimous vote. 
An employee code of 
conduct and disciplinary 
procedure statement was 
referred back to the per-
sonnel committee. 
The educational fee 
payment policy establishes 
a program to provide train-
ing opportunities for em-
ployees,
 but only if the edu-
cation is to improve an 
employee's
 job perfor-






grams must be 
approved in 
advance




Debate  on the policy 














 staff, whether 
it 
could apply at 
other  col-
leges or 
universities,  and if 
it 
would  be for 
only six 
units of 
classroom  work. 
There was also 
some 
quastIon of whether the 
policy
 should be exactly 
the same
 or different as the 
state 
employees'  policy. 

























outer  assisted 

















 NcIus.vely from 
rreiN Queue. Inc 




I 800 232 22240' 




there  are only 10 
employees












 the S.U. 
corporation 
was not as con-
strained as much 
as the 
state in budget areas, they 
should be 





ployees is very impor-
tant," 




























could  get the 





Golden  Gate Law 
School





After lark, by the per-
sonnel cOmmItiee, the pol-
icy stated employees could 
laIttritheir coursework at 
other schools, and would 
cover the cost of six units 
of course work. The policy 




included  in the re-
worded policy was the in-
clusion of contracted em-
ployees. Since this only 
applied to one employee. 
S.C. director Ron Barrett, 
board members decided 
the policy should be re-
worded
 to say "and the di-
rector of the Student 
Union" instead of and con-
tracted employees. 
The policy was passed 
10-0 with one 
abstention.  





back to the personnel com-
mittee when
 several mem-
bers disagreed with a 
list-
ing of 




In this policy 
area, the writers of 
the 
statement  did try for
 com-
parability  with the state. 
The policy
 was re-
ferred so an 
umbrella 
statement
 could be substi-













 dean of 
student  
services, asked
 it there 
was 
anything controversial 
in the policy. 
The compensation plan 
differed from plans for 
state 
employees in three 
areas, Barrett said. First, 
corporate employees are 
required  to 
be
 paid twice a 
month, according to state 
law. Second, decisions 
about who 
qualified for 
overtime was left up to the 
corporation,  within 
state
 
guidelines. Third, over 
time provisions were made 
strictly

















 director. There 
was some debate 
over 
whether or not  
it  should be 
reworded to allow 
for open 































was  decided the pol-


















 running around 
from office to of-
fice on Advisement








Thursday  night "Lifeline" 
will  en-
tertain the pub crowd 
with their own per-
sonal style of top
 40 music. 
"They
 play a mellow kind of 'sit back 
and relax type jazz/fusion,' " said Cam 
Roberson, pub entertainer
 director. 
The band  is led by Steve 
Sargenti,  who 
has performed in the pub before and is 
now returning with a full band. 
"They play 
an almost all original 
jazzy






















 and seem 











play  and 

















inch of it," 
Roberson 
said, 
wondering  how they were going to 
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The  Oakland 
Feminist  Sperm
 Bank has 
attracted a 
lot of attention
 since it 
opened
 seven 
months  ago. 
"No other 
(sperm) bank 









 banks will 
not serve single





Feminist  Sperm 
Bank
 does. That's 
why the center




about  30 female 
students,  and 
one
 male, in the 
Stu-
dent 





 right to be 
a mother if 
she  
wants to be." 
The bank,































 is not 
the only 
factor  that 
sets it 
apart 
























The  bank also 
encourages  
donations  from 
men  of dif-
ferent 
races.











another difference is 







 can have an acquaintance
 donate the sperm 
or can 
look through a 
catalogue  supplied by 
the sperm 
bank.  
There are now 20 donors
 listed in the catalogue,
 Kris-
tufec said. The 
donor's
 listing includes 
characteristics  
such as 
height,  weight, race, eye 
color and hair color. 
Level of 
education
 is also listed, 
even
 though the bank 
maintains
 education has 
no
 hereditary merit. 
Employees  
at the bank 
are  debating the 
use
 of this listing, 
Kristufec  
said.
 A majoriti of 
women are choosing
 the higher 
edu-
cated 


















 Even the 
birth  date of 













services  extend 
to others t 
as well. 
Often, men who are 















 cost to 
store sperm 
is $30 per ejaculation. 
The sperm 























 a child from 







sperm  at 
the 
bank,  she 
said.  
Some 
































 percent single 
straight
 women, and 
30 percent men
 wanting to store
 









They  receive 
from
 $1 to $25 per 
ejarulation
 and are 
required  to provide












Unless  acquainted 
with the 
woman,  men must 
fill out an 11 -page 
form on 
their 
health  and 
medical




 on alcohol and 





 among the 





 to 80 donors, 
Kristufec  
said, 





rejected  for a 
variety
 of reasons such
 as medical 
history or a 
low sperm count, she 




 frozen, the bank 
requires  donors to have 
a higher than average
 sperm count. 
Other  donors are re-
jected  because they have 




The bank has 
no way to verify all 
the information do-
nors  give, she said, but 
a physical exam and 
samples of 
the 
donor's  blood and sperm 
are




 a man is accepted 
as
 a donor, he must sign
 a 
contract  that states he has no 
child
 custody. The medical 
Refuge
 for 




What they saw were buildings with no entrances to 
the street, huge alienating monoliths of concrete, barbed 
wire, and a sense of a prison that  is inpenetrable from any 
force at the 
ground  level. 
They compared the city to a fortress, and in their ex-
hibit, they reached the conclusion the city
 of Atlanta itself 
violated the citizen's right of assembly, making them feel 
alienated and excluded. 
Their
 plans for San Jose are positive, having more in 
common with "Baltimore Promenade," the other project 
featured in the exhibit. The
 promenade was a three -mile -
long brick walkway linking the more scenic aspects of 
Maryland's largest city with it's neglected slums and va-
cant lots. 
Their go..! was to bring pride to the city and increase 
the awareness
 of the beauty and cultural
 richness already 
there was celebrated 
with balloons, clam chowder, and a 
parade of 
citizens and dignitaries walking 
along the 
promenade 
If all goes 
well, they expect the same
 someday along 
the banks of the 
Guadalupe,  a river that is 
symbolic  and 
real source of life for 















South  Ray 
BARGAINS BY THE 









 & COUNTRY 
VILLAGE  
OPEN
 EVES & WEEKENDS 241-6262 
STEVENS CREEK
 AT WINCHESTER BLVD 
The 
First 






 Tomas Rivera 
The Americas as Humanistic Metaphors 
by Dr. Tomas Rivera 














to hear an 
insightful,
 
thought -provoking  
presentation
 
by one of the 
most 
distinguished  
contributors  to 

























 seasons. Dr. 
Rivera
 has drawn
 on this experience 
and 
amplified  it with 
dedicated  scholarship





 poetry and short
 stories, the critically acclaimed 
novel
 





Not  Part") 
and critical 








 Scholar program honors 
former President
 Clark, who 
contributed
 greatly to the development 
of the 
humanities  
and  liberal 
arts  at 
San  Jose State University. 
No charge for 
admission.
 
Tonight  7 pm  
Student  Union Almaden Room 
records 
are  confidential, but 
are kept on file in 
case  they 
are 
needed for medical














 she said. 
But 
only  five have become




 pregnant through 
the use of thawed, 
frozen  semen 
are lower than
 those of women who are
 impregnated by 
fresh semen, Kristufec said. 
Also, most 
of
 the women have 
been  inseminated 
within  the last two to three
 months and it is common
 for 
pregnancy
 to take several months to occur. 
Women  pay $50 per 
insemination  and from 
$90  to $500 
for 
preparation  services, 




 includes a two-hour 
orientation,  gynecology 
exam and a fertility 
awareness class. In the 
class,  women 
learn how to tell when they are 
fertile, or ovulating. 
The woman will either have 
a physician perform the 
donor insemination or she may do it herself at home. 
An problem with donor 
insemination is that children
 
may eventually want to know who 




 The donor states on his records
 whether he 
wishes the child to 




the donor and the recipient 
must
 agree to the meet-
ing for it to be allowed, 
Kristufec  said. 
The 
services of the sperm bank 
are  becoming more 
popular. 
"We've been 
real swamped," Kristufec said, 
but 
added the bank has been able to handle








Men are never around when you need 
them. 
The cheerleader squad
 for next semester is looking 




 on the 
squad. There are currently three male cheerleaders
 




cheerleader Kim Ono said, "and they're excited about 
it, too. 








she said. "That is the kind of person we are looking
 for
 
According to Ono, male cheerleaders will be re-
quired "to do a lot of lifting in partner stunts," and to 
help lead the crowd in cheers. Tumbling experience is 
desirable, she said, but not necessary. 
For any men interested in becoming cheerleaders, 
there will be an interview at 7 p.m. ( May 8) in the Men's 
Gym, Room 207. 
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Take 







most jobs, at 22 




In the Navy, at 
22 you can be a leader. 
After just 16 weeks 
of leadership 
training.  
you're an officer. You'll 
have the kind of job 
your education and training prepared 
you for, and the decision -making 
au-
thority you need to make the most of it. 
As a college graduate and officer 
candidate, your 
Navy  training is geared 
to making you a leader. There is no boot 
camp. Instead, you receive professional 
training to help you build the technical 
and management skills you'll need as a 
Navy officer. 
This training is 





learn by doing. On 
your first sea tour, 
you're responsible for 
managing the work of 
up to 30 men and the 
care of sophisticated 
equipment 
worth  
millions of dollars. 
It's a 
bigger chal-
lenge and a lot more 
responsibility than 
most corporations give 
you at 22. The rewards 
are bigger, too. There's 
a 
comprehensive  package of benefits, 




 more than most com-
panies would pay you right out of college. 
After four years, with regular promo-








As a Navy officer, 
you  grow, through 















about the Navy's 
officer programs. 
1061  
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*College/lIniversity   
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College   
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just take a 
job.  Become a 
Navy 
officer,
 and take 
charge.  
Even




















WE ALSO CARRY 
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7 DAYS A WEEK 
628 Town & 








Page  6 
Ihursday,
















chones  is slang for underwear
 in 
Spanish.  It also 
means  an 
annual
 party at 









fraternities  have 
pledge dances 
in the spring. 
Phi Delta 
Theta members,
 the "Phi 




own alternative to 











 partiers get to wear the most egali-
tarian
 of garments, boxer 
shorts
 and tee-shirts. Color 
and 
style  are 
open












matching shorts and shirts. 
The house  gets gussied















phrases,  epithets and 
symbols  
on the foil in 








 of a Spartan Daily comic charac-
ter and the logo for the rock
 group Blue Oyster Cult, none 
of the 




 lights hung from the ceiling, turning the room 







MO.' %et  
De.% 






























Open Dolly 8-6. Sot 9-4
 



























































AND  COUNTRY 
VILLAGE
 
(408) 247-9600  
11 6501
- 
and red. White 
tee-shirts filled 





house,  a group 
spent  the day 
adding  a 
"room" to the
 house, although







probably  more 
accurate  for a 
"room" 









plastic.  The 
plastic
 shanty 





Ah yes, the 
maze. 


















 is built 
every  year 
for the 
party.  The 
Phi  
Dells  go to a 
local appliance
 store 









 new life for one 
night as a labyrinth
 covering 
the first floor
 of the house. It 
runs a convoluted 
course 
from
 front door to 
back, with 
assorted
 dead ends. 
The  dead ends, 




unwritten  rule 
stating
 no one 




the  opposite 
sex,
 make the maze 
a fun place to 
get lost, perhaps deliberately. 
After  traveling 
on
 all fours, in 
the dark, in  
nothing 
more than 
boxers  and 





 at the lean-to









 It is 
filled with















whatever  forms of 


















 beer raffle 
By Mike Holm 
Every 
fraternity 
has  a 
charity,
 and 
every  Greek 
house  raises 
money  for that 
charity 
through bake 









raffled  beer  
lots of it. 
The winner
 of this 
year's







and  one half 
cases  of 
the beer of 
his  choice. 
This










 professor of 
music, 
a six-pack 
a day from the 
raffle's March 
II start through the 




 known as 
Lou  
Gehrig's disease.
 Gehrig was a 





money for the ALS  
foundation




























-- 'Jr t 
'It   r 'f t 
Strange 
did  not accept














 to ALS. 
Strange now
 finds twelve
 bottles of 
brew 
in his office at 
the  end of each 
week,  
which he promptly
 hustles home 
so his col-
leagues  won't steal it, he said.
 
He said he had 
forgotten  all about 
the 
raffle when he 
got a late-night 
phone  call 
from one 
of his students. 
Why Watney's? "It's




is not keeping 
up with deliveries.
 He said he is 
building 
quite a 
stock of the stuff
 at home. He re-
coils at the idea
 of holding a 
party or let 
his 
friends
 help him 
drink it. 
"Are you kidding,"
 he said, "that 
stuff's  mine!" 







taste like cough syrup. 






















































"I guess I joined the wrong house,"
 he 
said.  












movie  The Phi Delts beg to differ. 
Chickens
 are 
home  to 
roost  
By Jan Fjeld 
It may not be Colonel 
Sanders',  but 
Spartan Shops now 
has  a new feature to 
offer its customers
 in the Spartan Bak-
ery the Roost. 
The Roost 
is the name of the new 
counter
 area where fried chicken and 
chicken 
accessories
 will be sold, said 
John Carrow, manager of 
Food  Services. 
The Roost was opened two weeks ago 
and is doing "very well," Carrow said. In 
fact, it is doing so well that food service 
already is considering 
to
 buy another 
"drum tumbler" for the Roost. 
The grand opening will be held next 
semester after the  rest of the bakery is 
redesigned. 
Located next to the bakery counter, 
fried chicken, salads,and a variety of 




 in the afternoon, espe-


























9 a.m.  
4 p.m. 
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COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES 
Kest Selection of Science Fiction in South Ba, 
BARGAINS 
BY
 THE 100's ON OUR 
SALE TABLES 
The 











 EVES & WEEK ENDS 2436262  
STEVENS CREEK 
AT




















WITH I D 
ON NEW 


































































The station is located 
in a small 
business com-
plex 
in north San Jose. 
With the exception of a 
small, red, 
white and blue 
emblem on the directory 




 the single -level 
modern structure
 with a 
rustic wooden
 exterior is 
the headquarters of KSJO. 
Upon 
entering  the 
sta-
tion's lobby, 






















There  are 
no huge 
posters  of 







 of the 
lobby 
resembles












receptionist,  who sits, 
patiently, answering phone
 
calls and generally being 




interior  design 
does not change once in-
side KSJO's 
main  offices. 
Although rock 
posters  do 
line the walls, they are tas-
tefully
 hung with wooden 
frames, and are
 not typical 









memorable  musicians, 
from B.B. 
King to Carlos 
Santana
 -,memories of the 





Although that phenomena has long
 since past, it was 
only a few years ago when 
KSJO began revamping its or-
ganizational
 structure. 
If this sounds a bit 
sophisticated
 for an entertain-
ment -oriented 
business  that caters to the whimsical needs 
of 
rock  'n' roll listeners, it is 
because
 those needs have be-
come extremely
 profitable. 
The emergence of state 
of
 the art sound equipment, 






 now than it could 15 years ago when it first 
began  
operating. 




 controlled airwaves 
that
 engulf the 
Bay Area. Fifty 
thousand watts of power 
have  helped 
push the station to the 
top of the ratings race by reaching 
more 
listeners.  The high ratings are also re 
result of the 
staitin's  change from an 
unprofitable
 underground -type 




 engineer at KSJO.
 is respon-
sible for 
maintaining  all sound 
equipment  while on 
duty.
 
"The engineer of today's 
radio station has to know ev-
erything," Roberts said. "He
 has to keep the transmitter
 
going, he has to know 




 fix the phones." 
Roberts, 32, has worked for 
KSJO
 for three years, but 
has worked for other




enthusiastic as he explained
 the func-
tions
 of the many pieces of electronic
 equipment, scat-
tered throughout 
his workshop and the station's three
 stu-
dios. 
- The studios are 




 are designed and taped
 by chief engineer, 
:Dave Remund. The 
studios were built, at an 
estimated  $1 
'billion, with the idea 
that if anything goes wrong
 with 
One, the disc jockey can 
transmit
 from one of the others. 
 Roberts 
stressed the fact that the station's
 transmit-
,ier, which is the 
main  power suplly, is 
responsible
 for the 
:amount of watts the station puts out.
 
"The 
transmitter itself is only about 
the size of a 
-small kitchen freezer," he 
said.  "The trick about trans -
;bitting is you want your transmitter sight up in the moun-
:Bans."
 
.7 Because the 
transmitter is responsible for reaching 
listeners, Roberts said, the engineers 
must  go up to 
in-
spect the sight at least once a week to make sure the 
transmitter is functioning
 properly. They also have a 
spare 
transmitter for emergencies, 
but Roberts said 
KSJO is fortunate 
because
 it has no transmitter prob-
lems.  
"It all depends on 
where the antenna is based,"
 he 
said. "My 
job  is merely to keep the 
station
 on the air. The 
signal just goes where it may." 
The fact 
that KSJO finished first 
in the ratings race 
for the San Jose area,
 and second behind 
KRQR
 in the San 
kr* 
Pot nab 
Tom Mix, KSJO disc 
jockey, witnessed 
the  decline of un-
derground
 radio, Mich failed 
to retain listeners through
 the 
70s.
 Mix works in one 
of KSJO's three 
studios  in San 
Jose. The 
anion  recently 
prevailed  in San 
Jose ratings 
WINS end 




Francisco area, is an indication
 that the signal is reach-
ing more listeners than most South 
Bay  stations. 
Employees at 
KSJO  believe station's musical format 
is responsible for the high 
ratings,  and they spend a lot of 
time researching the musical 
tastes  of listeners between 
the ages 
of 18-35. To satisfy the diverse appetites of Bay 
Area listeners, the station has 
assigned  Disc Jockey Ken 
Anthony as 
research  director. 
With a charming smile, 
Anthony,  27, explained the  ne-
cessity of listener research as he leaned back in his reclin-
ing office chair. 
Outside his office are a group 
of
 young women who 
call people at 
random  from the phone book. Anthony said 
they call from 700-800 people a week to find
 out what 
music stations they listen
 to. After tabulating the percent-
age of "album rock" listeners, he 





 as *'e series of questions concerning 
their musical preferences, and 











cerpts from new songs. 
"It's real accurate 
compared  to Arbitron," Anthony 
said. Arbitron is the
 Nielson ratings of radio. 
Stations 
across the country depend 
on the service to nab local and 
national accounts. 
"In the bigger markets you 
need
 someone to do -re-
search,"
 Anthony said. "I've learned that a group
 can be 
the most requested 
group by listeners, but that may 
be
 
only a small percentage of the 
entire audience." 
He said KSJO 
doesn't  bother calling 
record
 stores be-
cause, "we don't care 





 although disc 
jockeys
 have had to 
sacrifice their
 own personal 




 want to hear, 
he
 is supportive of 
FM
 
radio's  change from 
an "underground"
 image to the
 
inure 
sophisticated  business. 
"Radio 
would  not have evolved 
to this point if it 
wasn't necessary," he 



































































































your  Mother 
how  much 
you 
love her by 
giving  
her  
a dozen red 
robes, fern, baby's 




































Although  he 
declined 
to give 
his  age. 
Mix 
said  he is 
old enough

















"It  varies 
slightly,  
but




 is the 




 roll, so is 
Buddy Holly
 and Elvis.









 who has 
been  with 
KSJO  since 
1975, said 
he en-























plays  less 
commer,  
cials  now 





music,"  Mix 
said. "We
 had a lot
 of fun 
back
 then, 


































 trouble in 
paradise. 
Or, at least,
 there could 
be soon. 
























One of the 
main
 reasons is 
simple: no one
 wants to 
teach  
anymore.  




 make more 
moeny  than their 
instructors.  
For SJSU,
 that means 
more
 problems for 
an engi-
neering faculty 
that's  already 
hard-pressed  to meet 
it's 
cirriculum. 
Since 1972, the SJSU 
school of engineering
 has had a 
net loss 
of 17 teaching 
positions,  while at the 
same  time, 
enrollment 
has more than doubled.
 
Almost half of the 





 55 years or older,  and 
facing
 retirement. Other 
problems the 
school
 faces include a large 
influx of foreign 
students in Ph.D. programs




 that isn't compet-
itive with other
 universities. 
"We have a lot of 
problems  recruiting faculty;" 
said 
Jay Pinson, dean 
of the engineering 
school, "Salaries, 
housing 
costs,  spouses' jobs, 
moving  expenses. And 
grad-
uates 
make  $8,000 to 610,000





 in engineering makes 
617,412  a 
year. An 
assistant  professor starts at 
$19.044
 a year. 
Industry  offers the same person, with a Ph.D. 
$35,000  
a year. 
according to Charles 
Swell, vice president
 of plans 
and 
controls
 at IBM. 
The 
school




 and the state 
personnel
 system, but still 
expects a net loss 
of
 30 instructors over
 the next five 
years, 
Ed Mahon, assistant to 





SAN JOSE'S ONLY 
ADULT 


















































































Commission  of 
the 
American  Associedon of 






















SJSU.  In 




are  222 








number  is 
expected 
to 







don't  get our 
hands on 
qualified 



























 that means 
an average 
of one extra 











 one extra 
year costs 







 are being 
made, however,





 and those 







 Palo Alto 
has given 
money in the 
past to the SJSU
 School of 










 if they agree 
to 
leach for three 




Gillis, spokeswoman for the AEA. 
The school 
got  a 690,000 
gift




the  purpose of 
faculty
 development.
 The money 




 over the next 
three  years, 
and is one of the 
largest contributions








 given the school 




problems  of the 
school  of 
engineering
 could wind 
up being Silicon 
Valley's  problems, 
too.
 San Jose State 
graduates 
represent  a big chunk 
of the industrial 
talent  in 
the valley. Lockheed 
employs 1,388 SJSU 
engineering 
graduates,  IBM 826, 
Hewlett-Packard 
715,  and General 
Electric  638. "The Silicon 
Valley is very dependent
 on 
SJSU, and will 
become more dependent"
 Pinson said. 
"SJSU has 
even been called the 




"We consider it (faculty 
rentention) the most impor-
tant problem in higher education 
today,"  said Lane 
Webster, public 
relations officer for Hewlett-Packard. 
The lack of educators 
at







 most SJSU students, 
faculty  
and staff 
you're a busy person.
 You probably 
haven't
 had












people.  See 
what you've been missing at 
Open House
 '83 on Friday, May


































the  SJSU 


































may help put American 
technological superiority on 
the  
wane. Some estimates say by 1990 there 
will be a shortage 
of 2.5 million 
skilled
 workers for high technology jobs. 
In 
just seven years, the 
Department
 of Labor says, a million 
more computer 
trained professionals will be needed. The 
Department of Labor also estimates that by 1990 there 
will be 26,000 more jobs than 
graduates  for systems ana-
lysts. 
by Swall
 to the CSU

















the  idea. 
"We've got
 to be able
 to compete
 in the 
marketplace  
for 
talent - right 
now we can't.
 Our salaries 
are 20 to 30 
per-

































posed  by Apple
 Computer
 in 









































time,  the 
problem 
at SJSU 
and  other 
uni-
versities  













That may be 
true,  but if SJSU 
and other local 
univer-




 Silicon Valley 
industries










































'foreground) and Rick Maseno brave the 
mud  and slush of a cold rainy 
day,
 competing






March  13 meet with the 





 finish the event 
with a time of 1014. 
Corrections  
In 
yesterday's issue (May 4), 
an article titled, 
"Clarkson, Elway reunite,"




 on the same team with 
Clarkson  during 
Clarkson's freshman year. 
Actually,
 quarterback Ed 
Luther of current NFL 
fame,  called plays with SJSU 
when  
Clarkson was a freshman. 
In addition, 










family entertainment center 
is currently
 accepting 






















































































 recent deal 
with Denver 
as,  "a series of 
multi-
year 




series  of one-year contracts
 




























proposal  to reduce
 
funding
























 means of 
funding, 


























 said that 





"I'm sure it would 
have some kind 
of
 effect to 
the whole department," he 
said. "And if the 
cut is 
progressive over 10 years, 






calling for the reduction 
of 
the state allocation to 
athletics by at 
least  5 
percent per year. 














stipulating  that 
funds  from 
the state 
allocation  for 
supplies 
and  services be 
reduced 




year,  for 











 help and 
other  
services, 












and  would 
lose  
between $1,813











to lose the 
most
 money if 
the 









for supplies and services. 
"I'm not for a cut of 
any kind, and it will ob-
viously have an effect 
on
 
the services needed 
to run 
the athletic department,'' 
Elway said. "We'll either 
have 
to eliminate the 
services or put pressure on 
the Foundation to raise 
more money." 
Said SJSU basketball 
coach 
Bill Berry: "No one 
likes cutbacks of 
any  kind. 
"Any cuts would 
affect 
scholarships, equipment --
every item," he said. 
"And it will 
affect
 all of us, 
not just one program." 
The basketball 
program 
got a total of 
$204,909 




The closest sport, in 
terms of funding, to foot-
ball and 
basketball, is 
wrestling. And according 
to wrestling coach T.J. 
Kerr, the program 
would  
not be affected that much. 
"We don't get much in 










"I'm concerned, but it money is less than 20 
won't devastate the percent of our budget," 
program," he continued. Bullard said. "But if they 
"But I am concerned for cut funding, we'll have to 
'If the (athletics) cut is 
progressive over 10 years, 
it could have a drastic 
effect.' --Jack Elway, 
head football coach
 











positive effect of a 
suc-
cessful athletic





department helps my 
recruiting if I have an 
art 
major that 
wants  to wrestle 
here," 
he said. "It's a 
two-
way street -- 
a good 
athletic 
program  could 
help the art department,
 
too." 
The wrestling program 
got a total of 
$20,580 last 
year. 
Ernie Bullard's track 
program 
is not a major 
receiver of 
funding,  but the 





 beyond a 
skeleton now and cutting 
corners 
as it is," he con-
tinued. "They have to 
decide whether they want a 
program or not." 
One program already
 




 have a very low 
budget anyway," said Mike 
D'Asaro, fencing coach. 
"But we'll get our share of 
the cuts, just like everyone 
else,
 
"It might not 
jeopardize
 the program 
itself, but it wmuld 
dsfinitely hurt 
recruiting 













...and it's been a best 
seller for over 20 years. 
The story?


























source for fast, free 
delivery.  Check  us out 
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 SJSU star quarterback,
 will mom an old 
up school teammate, 
John Sway, in Denver for 
the 198384 
football season.
 Clarkson said he feels 
no
 jealousy toward being 
on 
the sante team with the highly
-publicized Elway, who recently
 
signed a series of one-year
 contracts with the Broncos,  after
 being 
traded from the
 Baltimore Colts. Elway 
was selected as the no.
 I 
pick in the NFL draft, 
while Clarkson signed 
on








most  of SJSU's 
passing
 records 






has been in the
 driver's seat 
since he was 
eight  years old 
when  he began a 
winning 
streak
 which continued 
through his career
 at SJSU. 
That's 
all  changed now. 
Next week, 
Clarkson  will be 






 during a mini
-camp  for free 
agents  and 
rookies. 
"This is 




"This  is life. Being a 
star -- you can take 
that." 
Clarkson  was not 
chosen  any National
 Football 
League team
 during the draft. 
He
 was signed to a free
-
agent 
contract  last week by the Denver 
Broncos.
 
"It hit me hard,
 not being drafted," 
he
 said. "I had a 
small feeling that I 
wouldn't  be drafted so I 
prepared  for 
the worse, I 
said 'I'm not going 
to get drafted, I'm 
not 
going to wait by the 
phone'  at it'll be easier." 
"It's just 
like
 you know a 
relative  of yours is 
going  to 
die, and you say 
'well  I've known 
he's
 going to die for six
 
months and 
I'll be ready for 
it,'  but when that 
last tick of 
the heart goes, it 






now faces the 
challenge  of battling 
Denver's
 newest aquisition,









 in Elway before
 signing the free 
agent contract. 
However,  Clarkson 
said
 the signing of 
Elway 
does
 not change his 
attitude  about signing 
with 
Broncos.  
"Number one. I 
was  trying to make the 
team. When I 
chose Denver 






said.  "That 
situation
 still holds." 
Elway came 
to the Broncos after the team
 traded 
quarterback
 Mark Herman and 
first round draft choice 
Chris Hinton. 
With
 Herman gone there 
are  three quar-
terback  positions on the 
Broncos.  At this point, Steve 
DeBerg and Elway 
will be ahead of Clarkson,
 the situation 
he expected. 
Clarkson
 holds no bitterness towards 
Elway. On the 
contrary, he said the 
competition  between the two has 
always been friendly. 
"One good thing about it." 
Clarkson said, "John 
Elway is the 
best quarterback in 20 years, if 
I'm on the 
squad I hope he can take 
us
 to the playoffs that's extra 
money in my 
pocket."  
The transition from college 
football to professional 
ball is a tough one. Clarkson
 hopes the skills he has 
developed at 
SJSU  will help make the trasition a little 
easier. 
"If I look 
at my college career. I think that
 I've got 
one year on reading defenses and using my ability. I didn t 
know I had quickness until 
later on in my career. In 
today's
 game with pass -rushers who tee off on the 
quarterback its a great weapon to have. 
"Denver runs a lot 
of multiple sets and a lot out of 
the 
shotgun, and 
its great to have a running 
quarterback  out 
of the shotgun,
 he said. If I look 
at
 my college career,
 I 
think that I've gotten better 
each year." 
Clarkson has taken
 a very realistic and 
business -like 
approach to his 
career as a professional 
football player. 
He is looking 
at
 football as a means
 of "getting a jump 
on 
life," and 
not as an end in 
itself.
 He has been 
quoted
 in the 
past as saying if 
he
 had it all to do over 
he
 would not play 
football. 
"Football
 is just a 
small  part of 
life,"
 he said. 
"It  only 
lasts  for so long. 
You can't gear 
your whole life 
for foot-
ball, and 
fortunately  I haven't." 
Clarkson  is 15 
units shy 
of
 a degree in 
Radio and 
Television 








what he will 
be making 
as a football 
player to 
what the best 
he could hope






would  only say 
he 
signed mne of 
the  best free -agent




"In television and radio, after
 ten years, I might be 
making 35 or 640,000 a  year. If I can make 60 or $70,000 for 
six month's work, that's a heckuva deal." 










 to leave 
SJSU, he 
will take 
more  than 
jusi 
football  memories with him. 
Football has 
meant a 














his time spent in 
thd 
classroom.  
"I've  had some really
 great instructors,
 especially in 
the fields 




"In my field, there 




 along with people. 






 met so many
 people through
 the field that
 it is 4 



















 he's not 
in the game













"When  I came
 here as a 
freshman, I 


























 fun," he 
said.  "I don't
 want to 
say 


















 fourth at PCAAs 
By 













Lake City, Utah 
earlier this week. 





 in the nation 
and the 





first in team 
competition.  
The 






 until after 
midnight.  
John
 Saviano and Dave 
Kuhn,
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 of the University of 
Nevada
-Las Vegas 
6-4,  3-6, 
6-4. 
Spartan 
netters  Paul 
Van Eynde, the no.
 2 seed, 
and Alex 
Winslow,  the no. 4 




doubles  playing in the 
tournament. 
They  beat Long
 Beach 
State's Scott
 ,01 and 
Dave Smith 7-5, 
6-3 in the 
first match, and




UNLV's  Phil 
Hgasfi and 
Mat  McDougall
 7-5, 3-6, 7-5. 
Van 
Eynde  and 
Win-
slow 
lost  in the 










In the third 
doubles  
match 






































 1 seed 














No. 2 seed Van Eynde 
had the best showing 
for  
SJSU. He beat Steve Cluse 
of Long 
Beach  State 7-5, 7-
6. Van 
Eynde then beat 
Mark Fineman of UC Santa
 
Barbara 
6-7, 6-3, 6-2, ad-
vancing to the 
finals.
 But 
once there, he lost to no.1 
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 ERNIE ? 
NE'S SUPPOSED TO BE IN 












will  hold a 
meeting at 
7:30  p.m. to-
night in the Student Union 
Guadalupe Room. For 
more information, call the 
Asian American Student 
office,  277-2894. 
   
The Native American 
Student Organization will 
sponsor Native American 
Awareness Day from 11 
a.m. to 5 p.m. today in the 
Bar-B-Que pit area, fea-
turing buffalo
 stew, fry 
bread, speakers, singers, 
dancers and crafts. For 
more information, call 
Terri 
Davis,  277-3554. 
   
Campus Ministry will 
sponsor Bible study
 at 3 
p.m. today in the Hoover 


















Santa  Cruz 
Ave.  
























Norb Firnhaber, 298-0204. 





national students will meet 




 call Phil Hana-
saki , 258-3020. 
   
The Physics Depart-
ment 
will hold a seminar 
on microwave electronics 
at 4 p.m. today in Science 
Building Room 258. For 
more information call Pat 
Hamill, 277-2949. 
   
The International 
Club  
will hold general elections 
at 12:30 
p.m.
 today in the 





   




 hold a spaghetti 
dinner from 7 to 10 p.m. in 
the









will  discuss the 
parable of the 
talents  at 7 
p.m. today






   
SJSU Continuing Edu-
cation will 




skills from 8:30 a.m.
 to 
8 p.m. on 
Saturday  and 
Sunday in 
Sweeney  Hall 
For more 
























   
The 
A.S.  Program 
Board will 












and  3 to 7 
p.m.
 Satur-
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ST. JOSEPH SUMMER 
SCHOOL  






For incoming Kindergarten thru 7th Grade 
Math, Reading, Language,
 Arts & Crafts 
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 night. they had a 
party.  There 









 Birthday to Alice. 
But  
no 
one  was 
really  very happy. 
Before
 the party, they 
all went to a 






 her family 
learned  
they
 were definitely 










 downtown, but the now the 
restaurant
 
is going to 
make







 ironic that 
they
 had to de-
cide on my 
birhtday, 
but  it would 
have been 
just  as sad on 
any other 
day,"  Alice 
said  as 
she 
handed
 a piece 





"We had hoped it would turn 
out differ-
ent," 
George  said. "We haven't had any 
eat
 answers 
before  this, but I guess now 
we 
do. I just hope they treat
 us fairly. I really 
want to stay where lam." 
George's oldest daughter
 Georgene 
Lopez, 40, was also upset. 
"The last time we went
 to one of the 
council meetings, I think 
they
 listened to 
what we had to say, but not this
 time. To-
night they had already made up 
their 
minds," she said. 
Lopez 
made  yellow ribbons 
for every-
one to wear to the meeting. 
"It's not 
original,"  she said, "But it was 
a way of promoting unity 
among us. The 
young children wanted to speak
 before the 
council, but they couldn't. They wanted to 
help and this was a way they could feel a 
part of it 
Remember,
 'tie a yellov, ribbon 
round the old oak 
tree  if you still want 
me?' " 
The crowd quieted 
down  to listen to 
George 
Kukar  on the 11 p.m. news. 
"Is that it'?" Lopez 
asked.
 "It's strange 
that they can 




















plans  that 











haven't  given 









wait and see 
what











Jul,,  hubc11 Jte, 1...,c1 Bridges. Leslie Nielsen. Peter 
Drayes lama Patterson Daected
 by 
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00 AM - 1 2.30 AM 





ELECTRONICS  0 
CHEMISTRY  0 




 . . . 
Joan 
Kukar 










 center complex. 
"When you charge patrons $2 an hour 
to park, the concept of a free library sys-
tem becomes
 a mockery," he said. 
Bearing placards with 
sayings like, 
"You can't eat a 
lot of parking garage," 









 filled the council chain 
hers and 
spilled  over 
into






whose  father, George,
 owns the 
House of 
Pizza,  spoke at the
 hearing. Her 
father, mother
 Alice and sister
 Patty also 
spoke. 
The 
Kukars  pointed out
 that seven 
years ago 
the  city forced the 
restaurant  to 
move for 
the rerouting of 
Almaden  Boule-
vard. At that time, the 
Kukars bore the ex-
pense of  
moving.
 
"We refinanced our house,"
 said Joan 
Kukar. "We were 
relocated  for the rerout-
ing of Almaden Boulevard. We paid for it 
and now Almaden is not going
 to be there 
It was all 
for nothing." 
Joan Kukar also reminded the 
council 
of the 14,000 signatures the restaurant has 
collected  in its 
support.  
"We have 14,000 signatures from the 
people of San
 Jose. That's more than dou 
ble  the amount of 
signatures









passed  the 
motion,  but not 
without 
reassuring
 the citizens 
affected  they 
would be 
treated




 took final re 
sponsibilty
 for the relocation
 of the citi-
zens. 
After 
the  hearing, Joan 














 with the 
convention 
center plans 
at a special 
meet-
ing at 10 















 national Phi 
Beta  Kappa 
biological sciences 
profes-
 visiting scholars for 1983-
sor, has been named one 
of 84. 










SANTA  CLARA ST 
SAN JOSE 286-6275 
Weaver  is  






Sweden  until 
July.  
As a visiting 
scholar, 
Weaver can be invited by 
Phi Beta Kappa member 
schools to make public 
speeches and meet with un-
dergraduates in her field of 
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GUIDE  is 
a must. 
RICH'S  GUIDE has 















Peninsula  Times , 
KGO , 





locates  with easy
-to -use maps 
110 0 electronic 
companies. It lists 
addresses, 
phone  numbers, 
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Any times a wild time when you add the 
great taste of Two Fingers... and this 
wild Two 
Fingers  T-shirt! To get 
yours, send your name, address. 
style preference and size (men's 








266 North Rocky River Dr.  
Berea,
 Ohio 44017. 
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gave Vince a deadpan
 look from the 
driver's
 seat. It 
was 
Saturday  night, and he 




He had done some 
crazy things before, 
but  never this 
crazy.
 Something about 





"Yeah, the guy 
actually




I heard him say 
something  about pretending
 to be 
searching
 for a runaway in the 
local arcade, but I wasn't 
listening too intently;
 Vince had told tall tales 
before,  and 
I was pretty sure he was telling one now. 
"The guy.actually




 deadpan look,  and a 
couple of muttered 
"yeah, yeah's" from
 the driver's seat. 
We were headed to the 
arcade, so I guess we would
 
find out about this private detective fraud
 soon enough. 
I almost wouldn't put it past Vince. 
Like!
 
said,  he had 
done some crazy things before. Like 
getting  out of the car 
at an intersection to accuse the guy
 in the next car of 
following us. 
Or tripping over things in public and fake
-slapping his 
head against the ground (or other hard objects). 
You
 see, Vince is in an all-out war against normality 
in society, much like Gallagher 
(see next page). All he 
sees around him is a society full of zombies, 
just
 waiting to 
be shocked out of their trances, and he'll do almost 
anything  to wake them up. 
About five years ago, a year after his 
older brother 
died of leukemia, Vince had become almost an adopted 
brother in 
our family. He was free to visit whenever he 
wanted, and, being the only adopted child of two rather 
dull parents, he visited. Around us, he could be his own 
insane self. 
But not quite this insane, I thought,
 as we walked into 
the arcade. Vince looked like a scrawny Baretta as we 
walked 
very
 seriously up the sidewalk. He was still 
wearing his suit and tie from work --that and his thin 
moustache made him look much older than his 17 years. 
He walked into the arcade like a man with a purpose, 
and strode up to the kid behind the counter. 
"I came back to check," Vince said in a deep, 
stern  
voice. "Have you seen the girl
 around here today?" 
"No,! 
haven't,"
 the kid replied, a bit intimidated. 
"Where's
 the manager?" Vince shot back. 




I stood behind Vince, looking around like I was 
"casin'  
da joint." I didn't want to say 
anything, fearing I might 
crack up at any 
moment
 and ruin Vince's acting career. 
"Okay, my friend and I'll just look around until he 
gets  back." 
Vince turned and motioned
 me to look over the west 
side,  while he covered the east. I strolled
 along the video 
games, like some amateur
 Magnum PT The kids just 
kind of 
stared  at me, like 
I 
was a narc 
agent  or something 
(a couple of them looked 
a little nervous). 
When we  
met at the back, out of sight
 of the kid at the 
counter, Vince couldn't hold it in 
any longer. 
"He believed me! 
What  a fool!" 
"Yeah,  yeah," I muttered, more than a 
little  paranoid 
at being a part of this scheme. 
Impersonation  is not my 
game."Watch out, he might 
see us in the mirrors." 
After a couple more 
minutes  of searching the place, 
Vince spotted the 
manager





The  manager was a tall guy, about 25 years old, 
with
 a 
two-foot flashlight hitched 
to his belt. He had short, neatly 
cut brown































He was pretty 
involved in the





walked over to the
 side of the 
machine  and stared 
at the
 guy as he 











as he turned 
mid -track and 
looked  at him in a 
"what do 
you  want" manner.
 This guy was all 
business.  
"Could! 
talk to you 
outside





asked, half -ordered. 
It almost 
sounded like a 
challenge to 
a fight, but the
 
guy 
followed  Vince 
quietly  out the 
door. I followed
 at a 
safe distance.
 
"We're  looking 
for a girl," 
he
 said, flashing
 him a 




 suspect she's 
a runaway.
 She had some 
friends in the 
area,  and we're 
checking
 around the 









behind  Vince, 







about  to crack up.
 
"Well, 
I see a lot of 




haven't  seen this 
one. Why don't 
you give me 
your
 
card, so! can call 
you if! spot her." 
I knew 
damn well 
Vince  didn't have
 a card. 
"No,  we better 
not do that," 
Vince  quickly 
replied.  
"We'll just 
check  back in the 
next couple of 
weeks.  In the 
meantime,
 keep an eye 
out  for her." 
"All right, 
I'll
 do that," 
theguy
 responded,
 even more 
concerned










 and shook 
his hand.  
He 





I was too 
dumbfounded  to 
think of a 







all  sounded too
 obvious, so 










 the car 
like
 Butch 




having  just 
pulled




















 back to 
the  arcade 
since.  























--will  be shown
















8 p.m. in Art
 133, 
apart of the 
University  Open
 House. 
   
Another show 
to see during 
the open house




 3 p.m. 

























































































































































But a lot of sane adults 
did just that 
at
 San Jose's 
Saddle















 covered in 
plastic







sat to the left of the 
stage,  
including  a 
fake  tuxedo 






























could  I 
think  up 



























car  is just 
too much.
 What 
are  you 









at work: above, displaying
 the many advantages 
of toilet 
fashion. Right: with his 
"sledge-o-matic,-  Gallagher 
demonstrates
 
the quickest way to make fruit punch. 
Current events:"Do you know why politicians don't use bookmarks? Because they 
like their pages bent over." 
The audience heckled Gallagher to the point of rudeness. In response to a joke,
 one 
malcontent yelled "I'll drink to that!" 




patron continued his 
taunting, and Gallagher
 responded by 
taking  an 
authoritative
 stance and shining
 a flashlight in the 
man's  eyes. 
"Who is this asshole?!"
 he yelled. "Get 
him  out of here!" 
The Saddle 
Rack's  hulking 
bouncers




"Don't worry; the cancer
 is being removed.!"
 
The audience
 loved it. 
Gallagher's humor 
isn't  always found amusing 
by
 the over -sensitive. Before 
the 
doors opened,
 I overheard a bouncer 
saying  "He's doing 
autographs
 at the end. Make 
sure no one. I mean no 
one gets near him. Last time
 he was slapped in the 
face."  
If his humor is offensive to 
some  people, someone should have told the crowd that 
Aaited patiently in the rain for the Saddle Rack's doors
 to open. Both shows were sold out 
two weeks ahead of time, 
as was his Santa Cruz show the night after. 
Gallagher's main complaint was, the
 world just didn't make any sense, and was 
filled with 
ignorance.  He exemplified this by discussing 
the way people drive. One major 
grievance was what drivers 






 for no 
fucking
 reason." 




 he ended 





took out his 
"sledge-o-matic,"
 a take





















), a globe 
and,
 for a finale,
 his famed 
watermelon.  
At 
the risk of a 
pun, it was a 
smashing  
display
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The audience is already ecstatic as the 
Ramones
 blast out "Teenage Lobotomy," 
the opening song at 
the Keystone Palo Alto concert Thursday. 
The ultimate rock'n'rollers,




 Joey Ramone, while Dee Dee Ramone slams 
away  on his 
bass, Johnny Ramone makes a buzz -saw guitar sound, and
 their new drummer, Ritchie 
Bow, works like a hero behind his set. And no,
 
do
 bruddas are not real brothers. 
"Onetwothreefour!" shouts Dee Dee. and the Ramones leap into
 "Shock Treat-
ment," from their first album. 
This is fast, loud, hard rock, a 
variation  ( ? I of three guitar chords, a monotonous 
drum beat and one bass walk. 
The audience respond well to the black leather 
jacket  and ripped blue jeans -clad 
dudes onstage as they slam away. 
The area in front of the stage is moving back and forth
 like a stormy ocean; no 
control and who cares! 
This is fun --not punk fun, but real 
rock'n'roll.  
After dragging the photographer out of the delirious crowd in front of 
the stage, I 
realize that the audience is not composed of the usual rock crowd. Instead, you can see 
everyone from middle-aged mothers (actually singing along) to preppies who throw 
themselves into the crowd after 
jumping
 around on stage, to the usual heavy metal 
crowd, new -wavers and hard-core punks. 
Weird, loud, and fun. 
"Rock'n'Roll High School" and 
"Rock'n'Roll  Radio" roar off the stage, and, if you 
think the originals were fast, you should hear this! Each song takes about a minute and a 
half, and the breaks are filled only with Dee Dee's shouted "Onetwothreefour." 
Some songs from their new album, "Subterranean Jungle," follow. But you could 
only tell they were new because they were introduced 
as such. 
The lyrics are as simple and buffle-headed as the music, with titles like "I Wanna Be 
Sedated" and "Suzy is a Headbanger." 
At this point it 
seems like the ushers 
must have let in 
all
 the people waiting outside




"Rockaway  Beach" 
follows  "Surfin' 
Bird,"
 but the 
only way you can 
tell is because Joey repeats
 the word 
"rockaway"
 in one and "surfin'
 " in the other. 
At this point, the lanky
 lead singer breaks 
the 
microphone  holder; his posture is 
exactly  the same as the 
slouched microphone 
stand.  
The Ramones have 
been  doing this kind of show for 
seven years, and are still going 
strong.
 Although they're 
from "Noo Yawk," the Ramones 
graduated  into the 
charts in Britain in early 1977. 
They were looked upon more as a novelty 
band than 
anything else, but their die-hard consistency has proven
 
that they have to 
be
 given more credit than the average 
novelty band. 
For an encore,
 the bruddas do "California Sun" and 
the classy "Sheena is a Punk Rocker"
 from the "Rocket 
to Russia" album, released in 1978. 
The second encore includes 
more  tracks from their 
new album, but this is live, and they all sound the same. 
The Ramones' 
greatest
 achievement was performing 
35 songs -- including the time it took to get off and onstage 
for encores -- in 60 
minutes. 
Thursday, 






































was  told 
to
































ting  in the 
driver's  seat 
with a couple 
of blondes. 
The lights 






a start; the 











 and I) didn't 
manage  to sneak in, so we 
we had to wait in line with 





















 the road 
manager, guided
 us to a 
closed 
door at the end
 of a 
hallway. I caught
 a hazy 
glimpse
 of two 
of the 
brothers. 
Monty  asked us 
to wait there
 while he 
slipped












made  it 
difficult  to 
even 










































 person I had
 ever 
seen. He 
wore  black jeans 
and 
a pink 
sweatshirt  that 
matched
 his pink 
glasses,  
almost unseen
 under his 
thick, black hair. 
One has to wonder
 why 
these guys, 
labeled  one of 
the original, true to form 
rock bands by performers 
like the Clash, 
Sex Pistols 
and the Damned, still play 
mostly small club shows. 
"Well, it is like, eh, we 
play all ki,ids of places, but 
you know, if you
 take the 
show out of context, In a 
sense, the show
 is lost," he 
said, in his heavy, slow 
New York accent. 
"To see the Clash 
at a 
stadium to me would be, 
what is the point, if you 
know what I mean?" 
Ramone  continued, 
telling me about 
their  
current 
tour, which will 
eventually take them back
 
to New 
York, where they 
are based. 
He 





equipment  that 
was stolen 
in Los 
Angeles,  and how 
they 
had to get ahold
 of new 
equipment real fast. 
"The next 
day we were 
supposed
 to play Santa 
Barbara, so 
the same 
morning we had to get as 
much 
equipment  as we 
could without
 cancelling 
out," he said. 
1 confronted him with 
the band's label
 as the 
ultimate primitive garage 




of the band members 
were 
ashamed
 of it. 
"It is nice, !guess. 
But,
 
aaahh, I don't feel we are 
that primitive. I think we 
are just 
great.  I think we 
are probably the last real 
rock'n'roll band going." 
He expressed
 concern 
that most of the bands that 
emerged in the late 
seventies have either 
settled 
down or gone 
commercial. 
"Even the Clash have 
calmed down and now 
sound like Duran Duran," 
he said. "I wanted to say 
that it was us and them, but 
now I 
really  feel it is just 
And, according to Joey 
Ramone, there is 
not much 
excitement in today's 
synthesized chart -toppers. 
"Well,  I 








 it is 
finally 
taking  hold. 









it,  even 
though  the 
groups
 that are 
making the top 
10 charts 
are shit bands, but, ehh, 
well, you know, 
at
 least it is 
opening  up for everybody. 
So I guess 
it
 is helping us as 
well." 
He
 tried to 
push -his 
glasses back
 into place, but 
couldn't  find 









 crap is shit. It 
is 
all  safe, and 
even  other 
bands like 
Duran  Duran 

































 Johnny, Dee Dee, Joey, 
and Ritchie Bow. 
respectable number of 
albums 
behind  them, with 







 Phil Spector 


















 is  one of 




















derstand where we were 
coming 
from. It didn't have 





off into the back room and 
the interview 
was over. 
The Ramones had to 



























































































 every Jewish 
parent's
 dream to have their son play a 
nice  Jewish 
part. I could
 be playing Christ or a Murderer or 
something."  
Martin 
Kachuck will star as Tevye' in the
 upcoming SJSU 
production of "Fiddler on the Roof." Kachuck, a 
graduate student in 
the theater arts program, joked that the reason he 
got the part was, "I 
assassinated everyone else who was auditioning. 
"No I was the only Jewish guy that tried 
out. Seriously, I was just 
lucky, because the other guys that tried out were
 good. My parents 
were speechlessyou know, 15 boxes of Kleenex later." 
In 1979, Kachuck graduated 
from the University of California at 
Santa Cruz with a bachelor of arts degree in theater arts. He lives in 
Watsonville at the Mount Madonna Center, 
where  he teaches drama. 
The center is known for its presentation of the "Ramanyana," a yearly 
performance of the epic tale 
of a prince in exile. 
Kachuck
 is the director of the show. 
"It's a tradition," he said. 
He is also 
directing  "Frankenstein" for 
San Jose High School. 
Kachuck said he 
loved Topol's version of Tevye', 
and planned to 
borrow from him and Zero 
Mostel,
 the original Broadway Tevye'.
 
But in the end it had to be 
Martin  Kachuck. 
"I know what Tevye' would 
be like. He is innocent; he loves 
God; 
._  
and he is able to change.
 There will be a lot of Martin
 in my portrayal." 
"I'm 
going to be brilliant," he said, 
laughing,
 with fingers crossed. 
He knows 
there will be critical eyes 
watching,
 because of all the 
previous 
productions
 of the play.
 
"I'm ready
 to accept 
complaints,"  he 
said. 
He admitted he was 
"born with two left feet," but is working 
on the 
dance 
numbers.  He is also 
taking
 voice lessons. 
"I 
encourage
 earplugs and 
yarmulkes,  and any of the songs
 the 
audience knows, 
please  feel free to sing 
along," he quipped. 
Tevye's 
wife, Golda, is portrayed 
in the SJSU production 
by 
Jannine Carrera.
 Kachuck said Carrera 
was  easy to work with, and 
has
 been a friend of his 
for  some time, a definite
 advantage. 
Because they are both 
married,  he said, the "bed 
scene  is rated 
PG." 
Kachuk said 
that his Jewish background is an advantage for the 
role, but that it wasn't mandatory for the part. Someone once told him, 
"You have the map of Israel on your face." 
"A good actor can do anything," he said. "I just happen to have 
this Jewish reservoir running through me, and in it are little Jewish 













 'FIDDLER ON THE 
ROOF': 
Motel  (Marshall Jones, top 
left) proclaims his 
need  for a wedding 
hat to the villagers. 
Tevye'  (Martin 
Kachuck, above) scolds
 his oldest 
daughter Tzeitl (Elizabeth Medeiros) 
and her 
boyfriend  Motel for making a 
pledge of love without the aid of a 
matchmaker. Golda (Jannine 
Carrera, left) consoles her daughter 
Tzeitl. "Fiddler" opens this weekend, 
with shows at 8 p.m. Friday -Saturday 
and May 13-14, and a special 
matinee  
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magnificent  guitar playing skills to the Stanford Theater for its grand open 
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both  excited and 
apprehensive when my 
edi-
tor asked if I would attend 
jazz artist Lee 
Rittenour's  
show last Saturday at the 
newly re-opened 
Stanford  
Theater in Palo 
Alto.  
Excited  because I 
could once again don my 






I just couldn't stomach 
the 
prospect of sitting through 
a jazz concert. My 
excite-
ment quickly diminished, 
while the apprehension 
turned to 




that  I alto-
gether disliked jazz. But I 
had only 
been  exposed to it 
in small doses. Jazz was 
something I had to suffer 
during Saturday 
afternoon 
haircuts  while growing up 
in Oakland. I just 
didn't 
think
 I was ready for the 
concert circuit, that's all. 
Man, have 
I been miss-
ing out all these years! 
After seeing Rittenour's 
performance, "sitting 




fectionately by his fans as 
"Captain Fingers," enter-
tained
 a packed house with 
the help of  his fantastic 



















































Grusin,  and Leslie 
Smith  and Phil Perry, 
vo-





latest album as 
well  as hits 
from
 previous releases. 
Led 
by vocalist Tagg, 
the group 
performed  what 
is 
probably  known 
as its 
biggest 
hit to date, "Is It 
You?," from










 of shores 
kissed by 
gentle 
tropical  breezes 
comes to mind 
upon  hear-
ing this mellow tune. 
Other 
selections  that 
had 
the audience moving 
included "Keep It 
Alive," 
"Good 
Question,"  and a 
fast




which  brought the 
crowd to its feet after vo-
calist Phil Perry 
had fin-
ished  singing. 
Opening the
 show were 
a 
group  of musicians 
who  
also had 
members  of the 
audience clapping 
and pop-
ping in their seats. Group  
Therapy, led 
by Bill Cour-
tial, played a mixture 
of 
jazz, soul and pop. The 
five -member group re-
ceived several rounds of 
applause during its perfor-




 show, I was 
handed a backstage pass 
by the 
promoters of the 
concert. 

















 Rittenour and 
his group 
would have to 
suffice,
 as he did 
not wish 
to be 







































keen nostrils. I 
pardoned my way 
though 
the small 
group  of well-
wishers, 
fans,  and family 
members and asked Ride-
nour if he would 
talk.  Ride-
nour, 31, declined and 
quickly grabbed his pink 
"Members 
Only"  jacket 
and departed. 
I did, however, man-
age to 
find  out that Ritte-
nour will begin production 
of a new album, ready for 
release 
at
 the end of the 
summer. He also told me 
that the group just taped a  
show for a public 
service  
TV station in Los Angeles 




 who looks 
like a cross
 between Rich-
ard Simmons and Leo 
Sayer, said the
 new album 
will feature a mix of vocal 
and instrumental se-
lections. When asked what 
he thought his music 
should be called, Ritenour 
said, "Hopefully, it's just 
called good music". 
And with that, he 
ended the interview. 
kad,f 


















































































































































Anderson's  life on 
Earth is a 
colorful  one, 
yet 
most  of it 
appears
 in black and 
white in his 
controver-
sial comic 
strip,  "Life on 








a little on the 
strange side, 
but underneath




 an artist who 
pokes fun at the
 absurdi-
ties of life. 
His
 wardrobe is 
outrageous.  More 
than once he 
wore
 
a  bright yellow 
jumpsuit  with a G.I. 
Joe  doll dressed 
exac-
tly like him 
silently riding 
along  in his pocket. 
Another ex-
ample
 of the Doctor's 
style  is his golden 
bra.  It drips with 
fake
 gold coins, and
 he usually 
wears it over a t -shirt.
 
"I get really offended
 by certain ways 
people  dress," 




that I paid three bucks




incredible.  If I 
wanted
 to, I could dress
 like the 
wallpaper, like 
everyone  else, but I 
don't want to. 
"As long as I get
 dressed. I like 
to
 make it obvious 
that!
 
don't  care and I think it's 
a stupid game." 
Anderson 
won  a scholarship for 
his cartooning, but 
he 
said
 it is only a medium,
 and if he couldn't
 do cartooning, 
he would 
pursue  something else. 
"I think my 
comic  strip frightens 
people.  They think, 
'oh God,
 this guy is on the 
loose!' " His strip 
ideas come 
from his own life 
and from watching 
others.  
"They're  responsible,
 if they don't like 
it. It's kind of 
like an ugly 




 is full of ironies.
 No one would 
expect  this 
character  to be a 
member  of a social 
organization, let 
alone a member of 
Phi  Delta Theta. 
"Yeah! 
Isn't that insane!" 
Anderson laughed.
 
He is holding up the 
tradition of his 
family.
 His father, 
grandfather,  and 
great-grandfather  
were





clashes  with Phi 
Delta  
Theta, but
 he finds it 
amusing.  
"All these people
 keep coming 
up




 wrong with 
you?  I thought you 
were one of 
us. 
Why  don't you get 
a hair cut? 
"I 
wanted  to make it 
obvious that I was
 going to be 
me. People were
 telling me to 
clean  up my act. I 
didn't 
and 
I won't, a -d I'll 
get kicked out 




haircut, :clean up 
m:. act, or stop 
drawing  cartoons 
that put 
pres.fore on things,




 said his 
father's
 response 
to his joining 
his  
old 
fraternity  was, 
"Who turned the






 owns a 
collection  of 
odd 
contraptions.  An 
electric
 bagel and a 
paper mache' 
boar's  head with 
little feet 
sticking





have  oodles of 
strange
 bullshit. I 
used to have a 
cow
 with a big 






pines  over the 








 AUTO WASH 
Wash off the dirt 
from 
the late spring rain! 
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Or. Paul Friedrich 
Anderson,
 Spartan Bally cartoonist:
 at lett in a 
self-portria; at right, getting a hand at home. 
"I got him 
one  night from a 
half -dairy, half
-bar.  I 
asked 
someone who I 
thought  would know 
if I could have 
him. Actually,
 he was the only 
one  in the bar ,anyway;
 I 
deserved  him. He 
had been in a 





 and he flew 
out  of the car. 
This
 
caused his head 
to come completely
 off, and caused 
peo-
ple to make 
involuntary  lane 
changes." 
From that point 
on,  Elliot and he 
were  inseperable. 
Elliot was his 
desk
 at school and his
 friend. Following 
that, Elliot 
resided
 at the office 
where  Anderson 
worked  
as a guy  in a 
gorrilla suit. Elliot's
 last days were 
spent  at 
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have  this 
dopey look













and  people 
can't 
handle  it 
because 
they  think 
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When  he was 
15, he sat 
in 
on







 his teens, 
he 
was 





 At 21, he was 
considered a rising star, a 
likely 
prospect  to join 
peers  Al Dime*la and 
Jamie Glaser on the jazz 
fusion circuit.
 
And then he broke his 
hand. Tendonitis devel-
oped, the arch -enemy of 
guitarists and 
tennis  play-
ers, and Chasten was 
forced to put music on the 











purchase  of $10 or more with this 
coupon.
 
505 E. Santa 
Clara  St. 






















































joined  the 
Tom 
Coster 





































come  up 













Pondering  his 
choice, 
he must pit his 






training  from 
his parents
 and the 
presti-
gious  Berklee 
School  of 
Music. 









with many of 








session, when he 
was 
freshman.  "I saw 
a face at 
the door. I 
didn't  recognize 
it. The guy came 
up
 to me 
and it was 
Chick  Corea. He 







Metheny  was a 
teacher at Berklee. 
"He taught
 there," 
Chasten said. "We played 
a lot 
together. I think he's 
hot. He's a real cool guy. 
He can 
really transmit his 
emotions into 
his music. I 
really
 like that about 
him. 
Not 
so much like 
Al Di -
Bruce Chasten, SJSO student, a master guitarist 
slip, "Campus Greens," and 









Berklee  to 
join Corea's 
Return  To 
Forever 
band shortly after 
Chasten got there. He is a 
bit 
critical
 of DiMeola's 
style. 
"You 
can't  even hear 
the notes sometimes," 
Chasten said. "It's pretty 
easy to develop
 that speed. 
Everbody at Berklee goes 
around playing





 fast. He's devel-
oped his speed to a 
high  de-
gree.
 He's fast." 
He praises Berklee
 for 
its flexibile admissions pol-
icy. "You get accepted on 
the 
basis of your musi-
cianship, not on your 
grades," Chasten said, 
pointing out his own GPA 
of 1.9 in high school. 
"That's why you have 




graduate  from 
high school. 
The 
school  offered two 





general education classes, 
giving the graduate a well-
rounded 
education.  The 
certificate designated only
 
musical training. Chasten 
obtained a degree, figuring 
it offered a better shot at 
success. No chance. 
"It didn't get me any-



















































as drawn in roommate Kevin Yeager's
 
comic  
He decided to 
pursue 
engineering. "I'd never 
had a math class
 and I 
barely graduated from 
high school," he 
laughed.  
"I went to City 
College of 
San Francisco
 and started 
taking some math 
and 
physics. I did pretty
 well." 
Good 
enough to enter 
SJSU  and obtain 
said GPA. 
But 






music in his soul.
 20 years 
of 
playing guitar 
can  do 
that
 to you. 
His mother
 and father 
were
 his first teachers, 





 At 10, he formed
 
"Doing It," his first
 band. 
"We
 were terrible," he 
chuckled.  Young 
Bruce
 




When he was a sopho-
more at Lowell 
High
 
School,  he would 







 up the 
ambi-
ence. It was 
at






 the name  
that he played





Harris,  asked me 
to play," 
he recalled.
 "I walked 
into 
the men's room 
and there's 
Monk 
sitting  there. Les 
grabbed
 me and pulled me 
out. 
"Later on I 
found  out 
that they wouldn't let any-
one go in, because he was 
shooting
 up heroin." 
Back 
to the present. 
And the decision that must 
be made. Coster or cosines. 
His joining Coster in 
the first place
 was a major 
surprise. Chasten was 
hanging out at the Great 
American Music Hall 
watching the Coster 
Band  
jamming when his friend, 
the band's guitarist Tom 
'Kirt' Olison, announced 
"I'm gonna have a friend 
of mine come up and play 
guitar." 
Chasten told him to 
shut up, and instead Olison 
handed him his stratotas-
ter and pushed him to-
wards the stage. His solo 
impressed Coster. And his 
friend decided to leave the 
group. Guess who 
was  
asked
 to join. 
"The first perfor-








 up the deci-
sion again, and Chasten's 
eyes began to 
mist  a bit. 
































































































When I was eleven 
years old I read a book 
that
 
I will never forget. It terri-
fied me in a 
way  no other 
book had ever done. It was 
Ray 
Bradbury's  "Some-
thing Wicked This Way 
Comes."
 
Nine years later, 
when 
I heard it was 




couldn't wait to 
see it, es-
pecially
 since Bradbury 
himself would be writing 
the script.
 
I should have known
 
that 
no movie could affect 




 a couple of scenes 
managed to 
get under my 
skin. Overall,
 the film was 
simply fair. 
- 
The best thing about 
he film was
 the atmo-
sphere. Bradbury has a 
unique way of beginning a 
tale as if it was a normal 
story
 about boys or small 








it gets as ma-
cabre as a good Poe story. 
The film starts 
with a 
voice-over. A 
man tells of 
his boyhood in a small mid -
western town, showing 
scenes of the
 town and sur-
rounding countryside,  ab-




more and more foreboding 
as the story 
progresses, 




appears on the 
scene  one 
mysterious night. This is 
not your ordinary
 carnival, 




people  can share 
credit for creating the 




and  production de-
signer Richard MacDon-
ald. They realized that 
Bradbury's stories depend 
as much on 
atmosphere
 as 








their best even 
though they have only the 
visual  medium to work 
with. 
The sets were entirely 
constructed on a back lot of 
the Disney studios. They 
adequateoly 
convey the 
eerie feeling of the setting, 
a supposedly ordinary 
town and a very extraordi-
nary carnival. 
The townspeople also 
convey that blend
 of ordi-
nary and extraordinary. 




 barber, but he has 
a far-off look and con-
stantly talks 
about  his 
longings for the opposite 
sex. The cigar salesman is 
a wimp, 
but he has a tre-
mendously strong yearn-
ing for money. 
Best of all are the char-
acters 
of
 the teacher and 
the town doctor,  The tea-
cher is played by Mary 
Grace 
Canfield.  The name 
may not be familiar, but if 
you're a Star Trek fan, 
you'll 
recognize the face. 
She appeared in the epi-
sode about the landing 
party who returned 
and 
began to age rapidly. This 
is ironic, because the tea-
cher, Miss Folley, longs to 
be young again. 
Even more 
ironic  is the 
doctor, played by Jack 
Dodson. Dodson played 
Andy Griffith's
 buddy 
Howard in the old TV se-
ries. He gives the setting 
more of the 
homey,  small 
town atmosphere simply 
by the audience's
 associa-
tion of him with a fictional 
small town. 
None of the actors, 
however, does an outstand-
ing job. 
Most of them are 
just fair. The pivotal roles 
of the two boys are played 
by relative newcomers 
Vidal I. 
Peterson  and 
Shawn Carson They are 
all right 
in


















mysterious  Mister Dark 








 Vidal I. 
Peterson) tree panes to 
the































 This could 
have








didn't  care 
enough
 to put 
his all 
into  it. 
Jonathan
 Pryce
 is too 
hammy




 role of 
Mr. Dark.















his  many 
character  
















































 like cheap 
animation. 
When  the 
film  was 
being  
made,
 most of 

































































 torn out of a book 
by Mr. Dark, falling to the 
ground in a 
mysterious  
blaze. Also good was the 
scene with 250 
live tarantu-
las: a very effective gross -
out. 
However,

































the  end, 
the  film 
is 
fair.  The 
blame 



















































































The Whispers -- with 
Phyllis Hyman -- 8:30 
p.m. Friday, 7:30 and 11 
p.m. Saturday, Circle Star 
Theater, 1717 Industrial 
Road,
 San Carlos (415-367-
9030).
 
SJSU Blues Festival --
featuring 
Koko Taylor - 
I p.m. Friday. S.U. 
Ampitheater. 3 p.m. 











cert  SJSU 
Choir and 
Symphony,  








anniversary  of 

















 by faculty 
performers.  




(violin) -- 8 : 30 
p.m. 
Friday, SJSU Music 




















Rosy Music -- 7 p.m 
Saturday, 














Concert  Hall. 
8142
 (277-2905). 
Pops Concert -- SJSU 
Symphonic Band -- 3 p.m. 
Friday, 






 Tulle -- 
Opera  by 






Theater.  San 
Carlot; 













 Institute of 
Contemporary Art -- 377 S. 
First St. (998-4310) --
Works by Emerson 




















































If you want the best 
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$9995
 
















































































 magnet woofer 
 Wire mesh 
and  r hrorne finish grille 










































ngs.  50 works
 on paper, 
through  
May 


















Union Gallery -- 
SJSU 
Student 
Union,  third floor 
C277-3221/ " 'R' Day Will 
Come," 
paintings by 
Joseph Piasentin. "Killing 
Time," 
photographs  by Joe 
Steinmetz.  through







































































































Arts,  255 
Almaden
 



































 -- 7 and 10 p.m. 





Holdup - American 
Conservatory Theater, 
Geary Theater, 415 Geary 
St., San Francisco (415-673-
6440) -- 
8 p.m. today, 2:30 
p.m. Saturday, through 
Saturday. 
86-814.  
Corridosmusical play, El 
Teatro Campesino, 
Marines Memorial 
Theater, 609 Sutter St., San 
Francisco (415-771-6900) --
8 p.m. Thursday, 8:30 
p.m. Friday, 2 
and 8:30 
p.m. Saturday, 2 p.m. 
Sunday, 8 p.m. Tuesday, 2 
and 8 p.m. Wednesday, 
open-ended. 811417. 
Fiddler On the Roof - 
SJSU Theater Arts and 
Music departments, 
University Theater, San 
Fernando 
and 5th streets 
(277-2777)  - 8p.m. Friday -





















2:30  and 
8:30  p.m. 
Saturday,  
2:30







Contemporary  Evils - an 
evening of performance art 
sponsored by the SJSU 
Creative Arts Department, 
featuring films by Steve 
Keystone 
Palo
 Alto - 260 
California  Ave., 







 Call, Eddie 




Addiction,  The 
Secrets,  The Dimes. 
Saddle  Rack -- 1310 
Auzerais Ave. (286-3393) --
8 p.m. Monday: Elvin 
Bishop, Little 
Gadget  and 
the Soulful 
Twilites  with 
Mickey Thomas ($7 
ad-
vance, 88 day of show). 








Physical  Ed. Saturday: 
The Kids, Physical Ed. 
The Last Laugh 
--
 29 N. 
San Pedro St. ( 287-
LAFF ) -- Today -Sunday: 
Ross Bennett. 
Tower 
Saloon  - 163 W. 
Santa Clara St. (295-2430) 
- 
- Today: 
City  Slickers. 
Friday: 
JB
 and the 
Nightshift. Saturday: The 














Deukmejian's  pr, 
posal to cut 














colleges, met with stiff 
oppositic  
from the state Senate's 
top lead( 
last week. 








 excessive amounts 
of mone  
from 
the state budget "jeopordizes 
the provisions of 
an agreemei 
reached




 last February. 
That agreement bailed Sam 
mento out of issuing IOUs to Mai 
employees and called for a one-cei
 
sales tax increase to go into &fel 
next February unless the state's El 
billion deficit is covered. 
According to 'Tim Gage, fisc. 
policy adviser to 
Roberti, the sei 
ator's comments were meant I 
warn the 
governor
 that he might t 
going too far. 
"We had an agreement that t 
would 
not  make significant cuts I 
finance the deficit," Gage said. re 
erring to the $1.5 billion defic 
which prompted the February ai 
reement. "And that's (making th 
new cuts) what the senator fee 










 would take whateve
 
steps are necessary
 to avoid a Fel 
ruary sales tax increase. 
"There's no 
secret  that the 
go, 
ernor is 













 "We are 
going to 
take  thco 
steps to 
make  sure 
the  sales tax 
not 
going  to 
take  effect."
 
Sen. Roberti warns 
Deukmejian that 
h( 













have to make further reductions 
avoid  triggering the sales tax, Br( 
said, and this is just one of the 
steps. 
"We 
believe it's too early in t 
budgetary 




 or the other is 





















































 sure the 
agreement  had 
b( 
broken," but
 that it had
 "definit, 
been 
bent." 
